Case of Neuronal Intranuclear Inclusion Disease With Dynamic Perfusion Changes Lacking Typical Signs on Diffusion-Weighted Imaging
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Neuronal intranuclear inclusion disease (NIID) is a slowly progressive neurodegenerative disorder with a wide range of clinical manifestations, including dementia and peripheral neuropathy. Neuronal intranuclear inclusion disease is pathologically characterized by eosinophilic hyaline intranuclear inclusions found in the central and peripheral nervous systems and various organs, including the skin, which enables the confirmation of a diagnosis by skin biopsy. High-intensity signals along the corticomedullary junction on diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) and bilateral leukoencephalopathy are also specific features of NIID and extend as the disease progresses. However, the clinical and pathophysiologic significance of cerebral blood flow remains undetermined. In this study, we present the case of a patient with NIID exhibiting dynamic perfusion changes on arterial spin labeling (ASL) before typical subcortical DWI signals. The patient’s clinical manifestations and radiologic changes are very unique and remarkable for NIID. Her diagnosis was confirmed by skin biopsy and genomic analysis.

Case Report

A 66-year-old woman was admitted to our hospital because of recurrent transient unconsciousness and fever for 7 years. The attacks, which lasted a few days, initially occurred once a year but then increased in frequency to several attacks per year. During these attacks, the patient experienced diarrhea and vomiting. Five months after her first visit, she was transferred to our hospital because of impaired awareness, delirium, and aphasia followed by a headache. Blood and CSF examination showed no abnormalities except serum antithyroid antibodies. MRI showed hyperperfusion in the left temporal and occipital lobes on ASL. High DWI signals were observed along the left parietal and occipital cortex. Fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) depicted diffuse bilateral white matter hyperintensities. The hyperperfusion lesion was gadolinium enhanced on 3-dimensional T1 weighted imaging (figure, A.a–A.d). We suspected autoimmune encephalitis and administered IV steroids, which were not effective. The hyperperfusion in the left hemisphere persisted for 3 weeks. We suspected cerebrovascular abnormalities such as pial arteriovenous fistula (AVF); however, a vascular abnormality was not detected in the digital subtraction angiography. After 3 weeks, the hyperperfusion lesions shifted into the right occipital lobe; N-isopropyl-p-[123I] iodoamphetamine single-photon emission CT performed on the same day also indicated hyperperfusion in the same lesion (figure, B.a and B.d). High-intensity signals on DWI along the cortex of the left parietal and occipital lobe slightly remained, and slightly high intensity along these lesions on FLAIR indicated swelling (figure, B.b and B.c). The state of her consciousness marginally began to improve after these examinations. Although...
mitochondrial myopathy, encephalopathy, lactic acidosis, and stroke-like episodes (MELAS) was indicated by bilateral cerebral hyperperfusion, the pathologic findings and genomic analysis of her muscle biopsy specimen did not suggest any mitochondrial diseases.

Two years after the first admission, the patient was readmitted because of a high fever and unconsciousness with involuntary movements in the extremities. MRI depicted hyperperfusion in the left posterior regions on ASL, and a slightly high DWI signal was observed in the corticomedullary junction of the left frontal lobe (figure, C.a and C.b). Leukoencephalopathy had extended compared with the previous examinations (figure C.c). The slightly high DWI signal in the corticomedullary junction made us aware of the possibility of NIID; therefore, skin biopsy was performed. Immunostaining demonstrated p62-positive nuclear inclusions in the fibroblasts, sweat gland cells, and adipocytes of the skin tissue. In addition, an expansion of the GGC repeat in the 5'-untranslated region (UTR) of the NOTCH2NLC gene was detected by repeat-primed PCR, confirming our diagnosis. Nine years after the initial attack of transient unconsciousness, we were able to diagnose this patient with NIID.

Discussion

The patient showed hyperperfusion on ASL and dynamic perfusion changes from the time of her first admission, although a specific high DWI signal appeared 2 years later. The perfusion changes were similar to those of other diseases, but radiologic follow-up contributed to the diagnosis. We diagnosed her with NIID, confirmed by skin biopsy and GGC repeat expansion in the 5'-UTR of NOTCH2NLC. This gene mutation has a broad range of phenotypes, including amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.

Her cortical hyperperfusion lesions showed high-intensity signals on DWI, similar to the features of encephalitis and MELAS. Furthermore, the lesions appearing in the left hemisphere showed gadolinium enhancement, mimicking edematous disorders and pial AVF. Although patients with NIID can manifest various clinical features, our patient showed uncommon MR findings that made it difficult to diagnose her with NIID in the early stage. We should consider NIID as a differential diagnosis for undetermined etiology of encephalopathy syndrome in a patient with leukoencephalopathy, presenting cerebral hyperperfusion, even without

**Figure** Cerebral Perfusion Changes and a Small High-Intensity Lesion on DWI During Recurrent Attacks

(A.a–A.d) MRI (3.0 T) scan performed at admission. (A.a) Three-dimensional pseudocontinuous ASL shows hyperperfusion in the left temporal and occipital lobe. (A.b) DWI (b value, 1,000 s/mm²) reveals high-intensity signals along the cortex in the left parietal and occipital lobe. (A.c) Bilateral WMHs are observed on FLAIR. (A.d) The hyperperfusion lesions are gadolinium enhanced on 3-dimensional T1 weighted imaging (arrow). (B.a and B.d) ASL and N-isopropyl-p-[123I] iodamphetamine single-photon emission CT performed on the same day indicate hyperperfusion in the right occipital lobe. (B.b) The high-intensity DWI signal along the left parietal and occipital cortex slightly remains. (B.c) There is slightly high intensity, which indicates swelling along the left parietal and occipital cortex on FLAIR. (C.a–C.c) MRI scan performed 2 years after the first hospitalization period. (C.a) ASL shows hyperperfusion in the left posterior regions. (C.b) A small high-intensity signal located in the corticomedullary junction of the left frontal lobe is observed on DWI (arrowhead). (C.c) WMHs expanded during recurrent major episodes. ASL = arterial spin labeling; DWI = diffusion-weighted imaging; FLAIR = fluid-attenuated inversion recovery; WMH = white matter hyperintensity.
typical DWI signals in the corticomedullary junction in the early stage. Careful radiologic follow-up studies are required to distinguish NIID.
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